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Abstract
Hierarchical spatial decompositions are a basic modeling tool in a variety of application domains. Several papers on this subject deal with hierarchical simplicial decompositions generated through regular simplex bisection.
Such decompositions, originally developed for finite elements, are extensively used as the basis for multiresolution models of scalar fields, such as terrains, and static or time-varying volume data. They have also been used
as an alternative to quadtrees and octrees as spatial access structures. The primary distinction among all such
approaches is whether they treat the simplex or clusters of simplices, called diamonds, as the modeling primitive. This leads to two classes of data structures and to different query approaches. We present the hierarchical
models in a dimension–independent manner, and organize the description of the various applications, primarily
interactive terrain rendering and isosurface extraction, according to the dimension of the domain.

1. Introduction
One of the fundamental problems in computer graphics, scientific visualization, geographic data processing, and shape
analysis and understanding is how to deal with the huge
amount of data that describe the objects of interest. Let us
consider, as an example, terrain modeling and visualization,
where we deal with millions to billions of elevation samples,
or modeling volumetric datasets for visualization and analysis, where we need to deal with huge point data sets or very
large meshes describing isosurfaces.
One common solution to deal with such large quantities
of information in the form of point data or of meshes is to
use hierarchical spatial decomposition techniques. The use
of such techniques is quite diverse. For example, we have
representations like octrees, kd-trees, or R-trees, which are
used as spatial indexes on points, or on 3D shapes, and we
also have multiresolution representations for terrains, volumetric datasets or higher dimensional scalar fields which
are based on a hierarchical spatial decomposition of the domain [Sam06].
In this very broad context, we focus here on hierarchical
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spatial decompositions of square, cubic or hypercubic domains that are sampled at regular intervals on each of the
dimensions. A typical example is given by a regular grid of
points in two, three or higher dimensions at which one or
more scalar field values are given.
Although irregularly sampled domains provide a great
deal of flexibility in the sampling locations and can thus
represent the features of a problem domain using fewer elements than a regularly sampled domain, they require explicit
encoding for the positions and connectivity of their vertices
(see Figure 1a). In contrast, regular sampling permits implicit encodings of position and connectivity, but it requires
the domain to be uniformly sampled.
A compromise is to adaptively sample the domain at the
vertices of a regular grid using a d-dimensional octree, in
which each hypercubic subdomain Ω can be decomposed
into 2d hypercubic cells covering Ω. However, such refinements introduce an exponential number of new cells into the
representation and can introduce cracks along neighboring
cells of the domain decomposition, leading to discontinuities
in functions defined on the cells (see Figure 2b). The discontinuity problem can be remedied by applying a suitable set
of triangulation rules [VHB87, SS92, GB99, WD10a] to the
cells of a balanced octree (also called a restricted octree),
i.e. an octree in which neighboring nodes can differ in size
by at most a factor of two (see Figure 1b).
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(a) Irregular

(b) Quadtree

(c) RSB Mesh

Figure 1: (a) Irregular mesh (b) Triangulated balanced
quadtree (c) Regular Simplex Bisection (RSB) mesh.

(a) Intersect

(b) Crack

(c) Conforming

Figure 2: A decomposition is conforming (c) if its cells do
not intersect (a) and it is free of cracks (b).

The Regular Simplex Bisection scheme enables more flexible decompositions over the same adaptive domain. By
breaking up each octree refinement into d steps [Pas02], extracted meshes can be significantly more adaptable to features defined on the domain [DM02], while still supporting
implicit encodings of the underlying d-dimensional geometry (see Figure 1c) [AM07, WD09a]. Crack-free refinements
in this scheme apply to local clusters of simplices, doubling
the number of simplices in the cluster while only adding a
single new vertex.
Here, we consider approaches that decompose a regularly
sampled domain using Regular Simplex Bisection (RSB).
We analyze such approaches in 2D, 3D and in higher dimensions and classify them on the basis of the dimension
of the domain subdivided and on the choice of the basic
building blocks of the representation, which can be simplices generated by the RSB rule, or diamonds, which are
collections of such simplices sharing a common bisection
edge. In addition, we consider the method by which the
various representations are queried, and the applications of
such representations, mainly focusing on the modeling, visualization and analysis of 2D, 3D and higher dimensional
scalar fields, which have been the major application areas
of such hierarchical simplicial structures. Simplicial hierarchies based on regular simplex bisection are also a valid alternative to quadtrees and octrees as access structures to irregularly sampled spatial data [CGG∗ 03a,CGG∗ 04,AM07].
These hierarchies have been used in finite element analysis and actually originate from that field [Riv91, Mau95,
Heb94,AG03]. Other applications include image reconstruction [HK95,Heb98], subdivision surfaces [VZ01], direct volume rendering [MDM04], surface reconstruction [MVT03]
and segmentation of volumetric datasets [KTY∗ 04].

To highlight the RSB framework, we separate the models
for hierarchical domain decomposition, which we treat in
a dimension–independent manner, from the applications of
such decompositions, where we can focus on the dimension–
specific optimizations that have been proposed in the literature. We feel that this abstraction enables one to focus on the
properties of these decompositions and to understand their
suitability for new application domains.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. We
present some preliminary definitions and related work in
Section 2. In Section 3, we focus on the differences in modeling primitives for describing meshes from a dimension–
independent perspective. Using this distinction, we describe
the hierarchies of meshes defined by the dependency relations among the primitives (Section 4), and efficient means
of encoding (Section 5) and querying (Section 6) such hierarchies. We then survey the applications of RSB meshes
in 2D (Section 7), 3D (Section 8) and higher dimensions
(Section 9). We conclude in Section 10 with suggestions for
when to use simplex hierarchies or diamond hierarchies.

2. Preliminaries
We consider a domain Ω ⊂ Rd , and a set of samples V ,
which can be regularly or irregularly distributed within Ω.
Furthermore, Ω is decomposed into a set of cells whose vertices are defined on a subset of V . We are primarily concerned with conforming simplicial meshes (see Section 2.1)
generated through a nested refinement scheme (see Section 2.2) of a hypercubic domain. We discuss simplicial decompositions of a hypercube in Section 2.3.

2.1. Simplicial complexes
A k-simplex σ is the convex hull of k + 1 affinely independent points in a subspace of Rd , where k is called the order
of the simplex. A simplicial mesh Σ is a finite collection of
simplices such that (a) if σ is a simplex in Σ, then all the
simplices bounding it (called the faces of σ) also belong to
Σ, and (b) the interiors of all simplices in Σ are disjoint.
The dimension, or the order, of a simplicial mesh is the
maximum of the orders of the simplices forming it. Simplices that are not on the boundary of any other simplex are
called top simplices. In a simplicial mesh of order d with a
manifold domain, as we will consider here, all top simplices
have order d.
If the intersection of any two simplices σ1 , σ2 in a simplicial mesh Σ is a lower dimensional simplex on the boundary
of σ1 and σ2 , then Σ is conforming, or compatible. A conforming simplicial mesh is also referred to as a simplicial
complex. Figure 2 illustrates examples of conforming and
non-conforming meshes in 2D.
submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (10/2011).
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2.2. Nested mesh refinement
A nested refinement scheme consists of rules for replacing
a set of cells Γ1 in a mesh Σ with a larger set of cells Γ2
covering the same domain. When Γ1 and Γ2 share the same
combinatorial boundary, the refinement does not introduce
cracks into the decomposition, i.e, it is conforming.
Recall that two cells τ1 and τ2 are similar if there is an
affine map A defined by translations, rotations, reflections
and uniform scaling between them, i.e. τ1 = A·τ2 . An equivalence class of similar cells is referred to as a similarity class
of cells. The number of similarity classes generated by successive refinements is an important characteristic of a refinement scheme, since it enables the analysis of properties of
all generated cells. In particular, it is important in many applications, such as finite element analysis, that the angles at
the vertices are bounded. Such a scheme is referred to as
stable [Bey00].
The two primary categories of nested refinement schemes
for regularly sampled domains are those built on regular refinement (see Section 2.2.1) and on bisection refinement (see
Section 2.2.2). For an example of a nested mesh refinement
scheme over irregularly sampled domains, see [DP95].
2.2.1. Regular refinement
The regular refinement of a d-dimensional cell τ is defined
by adding vertices at all edge midpoints of τ and decomposing τ into 2d disjoint cells covering τ [BSW83].
Regular refinement on (hyper)-cubic cells generates
quadtree and octree decompositions as well as their higher
dimensional analogues, in which all 2d generated cells are
similar and share the midpoint of the refined domain as a
common vertex. The recent book by Samet [Sam06] provides a detailed overview of quadtree-like decompositions.
Regular refinement of a triangle σ generates four triangles
that are similar to σ, of which three triangles are incident to
the vertices of σ, while the fourth triangle is defined by the
edge midpoints of σ (see Figure 3a). However, on simplicial
meshes of order d > 2, regular refinement is not uniquely
defined and can generate multiple similarity classes of simplices. For example, when refining a tetrahedron σ, the four
tetrahedra incident to the vertices of σ are similar to σ, while
the remaining four tetrahedra obtained by subdividing the
octahedral domain O defined by the edge midpoints of σ,
are not similar to σ (see Figure 3b).
The decomposition of O into four tetrahedra is not
uniquely defined. Zhang [Zha95] introduces a geometric refinement rule in which O is decomposed into four tetrahedra
along its shortest diagonal. This generates a stable refinement when the angles of the initial mesh are non-obtuse.
Other geometric choices, such as refinement along the octahedron’s longest diagonal, do not yield stable refinements.
Bey [Bey95] proposes a typographical refinement rule
submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (10/2011).

(a) Triangle Refinement

(b) Tetrahedral Refinement

Figure 3: Regular refinement of a simplex. (a) A triangle is
decomposed into four similar triangles. (b) A tetrahedron
is decomposed into four similar tetrahedra and four nonsimilar tetrahedra covering an octahedral domain O (blue).

based on maintaining a specific vertex ordering during refinement. In contrast to geometric refinements, typographical refinements require the cells to be initially ordered, but
are invariant under affine transformations.
An interesting modification is the tetrahedral/octahedral
regular refinement scheme [GG98, GG00, CQ06] in which
the octahedra generated by regular tetrahedral refinement are
also treated as primitives. In this scheme, each tetrahedron is
refined into four similar tetrahedra and a single octahedron
(see Figure 3b), while each octahedron is decomposed into
six similar octahedra incident to its vertices, and eight similar tetrahedra corresponding to its truncated triangular faces.
Bey shows [Bey00] that his tetrahedral refinement
scheme [Bey95] as well as the 2D scheme of Banks et
al. [BSW83] are instances of a d-dimensional typographical scheme introduced by Freudenthal [Fre42], and proves a
tight upper bound of (d!/2) similarity classes generated for
each class of simplex in the initial mesh. Moore [MW95]
provides a consistent labeling and simplex enumeration algorithm for the 2d simplices generated by regular refinement
of a simplex.
Regular refinement does not generate conforming adaptive refinements of a domain, i.e. where the cells can be at
different levels of resolution. Banks et al. [BSW83] introduce the red/green refinement scheme in 2D, in which the
regular refinement rules (red) are augmented by a set of irregular closure refinement rules (green) to patch cracks between regular cells at different resolutions. An additional
balancing constraint restricts the degree of decomposition
between edge-adjacent cells, thereby reducing the number
of green refinement rules that need to be considered. This
scheme has been extended to tetrahedral meshes in [Bey95].
The recent RGB subdivision scheme for triangle
meshes [PP09] introduces blue refinement rules, to transition between triangles generated by regular (red) and irregular (green) refinements. The addition of the blue refinements
rules enables red and green operations to be applied in arbitrary order.
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This scheme has been generalized to tetrahedral meshes as
well [Bän91, Kos94, LJ95, AMP00].
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(b) Tetrahedron Bisection

Figure 4: A simplex is bisected along the hyperplane defined
by the midpoint vm of an edge e := [va , vb ] and all vertices
not incident to e.

2.2.2. Bisection refinement
The second class of nested refinement schemes is defined
by bisection refinement, in which a cell is bisected along a
hyperplane into two cells. When the cells are axis-aligned
hyper-rectangles which are bisected by axis-aligned hyperplanes, this generates kd-trees [Ben75].
Alternatively, the simplex bisection operation bisects a dsimplex σ along the hyperplane defined by the midpoint vm
of some edge e and the (d − 1) vertices of σ not incident to
e. We call e the bisection edge of σ. In contrast to regular
refinement, which generates 2d cells, simplex bisection generates only two simplices with disjoint interiors covering its
domain. Figure 4 illustrates the simplex bisection rule in 2D
and 3D.
Similarly to regular refinement, the decomposition induced by simplex bisection is not uniquely defined. In particular, it does not specify which edge to bisect. Thus, researchers have proposed schemes to implicitly determine the
bisection edge via geometric [Riv84, Riv91, PC00] or typographical [Mit91, Bän91, Mau95, Tra97] bisection schemes.
As with regular refinement, typographical approaches require an initialization process to ensure consistent labeling,
but they are affine invariant, while geometric approaches are
not affine invariant but do not require any preprocessing.
Rivara’s longest edge bisection scheme over triangle [Riv84] and tetrahedral meshes [Riv91] uses a geometric property to determine the bisection edge. Specifically, it
chooses the longest edge of the simplex as its bisection edge.
Mitchell [Mit91] (following the pioneering work of
Sewell [Sew72, Sew79]) introduces the newest vertex bisection algorithm for irregular triangle meshes, in which
the bisection edge is always opposite the most recently introduced vertex. This edge can be implicitly determined
through a consistent ordering of the vertices, where, e.g.,
the newest vertex is always in the final position. Then, to
bisect a triangle with vertices [va , vb , vc ], we create a vertex vm at the midpoint of edge [va , vb ], and the generated
triangles are [va , vc , vm ] and [vb , vc , vm ] (see Figure 4a).

Maubach [Mau95] generalizes these approaches to ddimensional domains through an implicit typographical
scheme (different from, but equivalent to [Mit91] in 2D)
that cycles between d rules. In this scheme, the bisection
edge of a simplex generated using rule i, for 0 ≤ i < d is
defined by the first vertex and the (d − i)th vertex. A similar d-dimensional scheme was independently proposed by
Traxler [Tra97]. After initialization, simplex bisection generates at most (2d−2 d!) similarity classes of simplices for
each class of simplex in the initial mesh [Bey00].
Simplex bisection is not a conforming refinement. Specifically, it introduces cracks between the neighbors of a bisected simplex σ that are incident to its bisection edge, and
the two simplices generated during σ’s bisection (see Figure 2b). This can be remedied by ensuring that all simplices
incident to the bisection edge e have e as their bisection edge
and are refined concurrently. When the first property is not
satisfied for a bisecting simplex σ, a closure operation can
be applied (recursively) on σ’s neighboring simplices, triggering additional bisection operations, and thereby enforcing
conforming refinements (as we describe in Section 6).
2.2.3. Comparison
Over an arbitrary simplicial mesh, regular refinement generates fewer similarity classes of simplices than bisection (i.e.
2−1 d! vs. 2d−2 d!). Furthermore, these similarity classes are
a subset of those generated by bisection [Bey00]. However,
when applied to a regularly sampled hypercubic domain (see
Section 2.3), the number of similarity classes generated by
bisection has been shown to be at most d [Mau95].
Interestingly, for d > 2, it is unknown if all simplicial complexes admit a typographical simplex bisection
scheme [NSV09]. Kossaczký [Kos94] proposes an initialization refinement algorithm to ensure that arbitrary tetrahedral
meshes are admissible, although this increases the number of
simplex classes. Stevenson [Ste08] generalizes this approach
to higher dimensions.
Although red/green schemes have two families of refinement rules (i.e. red and green), theoretical considerations regarding the number of similarity classes are typically only applied to simplices generated by red refinements, while ignoring the simplices generated by green refinements. For example, in 3D, the number of tetrahedra generated by green refinements has been shown to be greater
than 150 [Bas94, Mau96]. In contrast, since the closure operation for simplex bisection is defined recursively in terms
of bisections, only one family of simplex similarity classes
is generated. This simplifies the analysis of the scheme as
well as data structures and refinement algorithms, especially
as the dimensionality of the domain increases.
Meshes generated through bisection are significantly
submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (10/2011).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: Kuhn-subdivided hypercubes in (a) 1D (b) 2D and
(c) 3D, defined by one edge, two triangles and six tetrahedra,
respectively. One of the d! simplices is highlighted in blue.
All edges are aligned with the diagonal of an axis-aligned
hypercube.

more adaptive than those generated by regular refinement
since each bisection only generates two new elements while
each regular refinement generates 2d new elements. Thus,
the refinement rate for bisection can be viewed as being independent of the dimensionality of the domain [Pas02].

(a) K1 triangulation

(b) J1 triangulation

Figure 6: Tiling the plane with Kuhn squares. (a) Translating adjacent tiles leads to Freudenthal’s triangulation K1 .
(b) Reflecting adjacent tiles leads to the Tucker-Whitney triangulation J1 .

2.3. Simplicial decomposition of a hypercube
In this subsection, we consider the canonical decomposition of a hypercube into d! simplices along a diagonal (although smaller decompositions are possible [Mar76,
Zon05]). This decomposition was initially proposed by
Freudenthal [Fre42] and was popularized by Kuhn [Kuh60]
in the context of fixed point calculations.
The Kuhn-subdivision of a d-dimensional unit cube h,
which we denote as K(h), is a simplicial complex [AG79]
defined by d! simplices of order d, sharing a common diagonal of h. Figure 5 illustrates Kuhn-subdivided d-cubes for
d = 1, 2, 3, and highlights one of the d! simplices.
An interesting property of K(h) is that its lower dimensional faces are Kuhn-subdivided as well [DM82, WD09a].
Furthermore, opposite faces of a Kuhn-subdivided cube are
compatibly decomposed, thus, a regularly sampled domain
can be tiled by Kuhn-subdivided cubes [Kuh60, Tod76].
When a hyper-rectangular domain is tiled by Kuhn cubes
using only translation, this tiling is referred to as Freudenthal’s triangulation [Tod76] and is typically denoted as K1
(see Figure 6a for an example in 2D).
Alternatively, the Tucker-Whitney triangulation [Tuc45,
Whi57], typically denoted as J1 , is obtained over the same
grid by reflecting adjacent Kuhn cubes (see Figure 6b for
an example in 2D). Due to the reflectional symmetry, J1 can
be viewed as a tiling of an integer lattice by clusters of 2d
oriented Kuhn-cubes, which we refer to as fully subdivided
cubes [WD09a], and denote as F (see Figures 8c and 16a
for examples in 2D and 3D). A fully-subdivided d-cube F is
thus defined by (2d · d!) simplices of order d. This notation
can be simplified using the double-factorial identity
(2d)!! ≡ 2d · d!
submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (10/2011).

(1)

Figure 7: K1 can be generated by applying regular refinement to a Kuhn-subdivided cube (upper path) or by Kuhnsubdividing the leaves of a complete quadtree (lower path).

where n!! = 1, if n ∈ {0, 1}, and n!! = n · (n − 2)!!, otherwise [Mes48]. The first few values of (2d)!!, for d =
[1, 2, 3, 4] are [2, 8, 48, 384].
Given a Kuhn-subdivision K(Ω) of a hypercubic domain
Ω, Freudenthal’s algorithm [Fre42, Bey00], generates K1 by
applying regular refinement to its simplices (see upper path
of Figure 7). Alternatively, this decomposition can be obtained by applying the Kuhn-subdivision to the leaves of
a complete quadtree (see lower path of Figure 7) and has
been referred to as a simplicial quadtree [MW95, LS00].
K1 is therefore the canonical decomposition for complete
red/green refinement meshes.
In contrast, the Tucker-Whitney triangulation J1 can be
obtained by applying successive bisection refinements to all
elements of K(Ω) [Mau96]. Thus, J1 is the canonical decomposition for complete regular simplex bisection meshes
(as defined in Section 3, see Figure 8).
Adaptive variations of the J1 triangulation can be defined
by applying bisection refinements to a balanced octree mesh.
When all edge-adjacent hypercubes (i.e. top hypercubes
sharing at least one edge in the mesh) are within one level
of refinement of each other, this leads to an RSB mesh triangulating the 2D [VHB87, SS92, RHSS98], 3D [CNS∗ 06]
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(a) K(h)

(b)

(c) F (h)

Figure 8: Bisecting the triangles in K(h) twice generates
F(h). In general, d bisections are required.

or nD [WD10a] octree. The family of RSB meshes obtained
by triangulating an edge-balanced octree is a subset of the
family of conforming RSB meshes, i.e., there are conforming RSB meshes that cannot be obtained in this manner
(compare Figures 1b and 1c) [DM02, WD10a]. More generally, a balanced octree in which face-adjacent hypercubes
are within one level of refinement can be triangulated using
the J1a triangulation [CNS∗ 06]. In this scheme, a vertex is
inserted at the center of every hypercube and the simplices
within a hypercube h are defined by the edges connecting
this vertex to the vertices on the boundary of h. This scheme
is stable and generates an RSB mesh only when the input
octree is edge-balanced.
Todd [Tod76] evaluates the efficiency of K1 and J1 (and
their adaptive counterparts) with respect to the number
of simplices intersecting arbitrary line segments. Although
both decompositions achieve the same asymptotic complexity, K1 can be more efficient when the direction of the line is
known in advance since the orientation of the diagonals can
be modified, while J1 is less sensitive to the line’s direction.
3. Regular Simplex Bisection (RSB)
In this section, we review the components of the Regular
Simplex Bisection (RSB) scheme which guides the generation of adaptive simplicial complexes from a regularly sampled domain. The two components of this scheme are:
1. an initial Kuhn-subdivision of a (hyper)-cubic domain Ω
(see Section 2.3).
2. a typographical simplex bisection operation, equivalent
to that of Maubach [Mau95] (see Section 2.2.2).
We refer to any simplex generated by repeated applications of Maubach’s bisection scheme to a simplex from a
Kuhn-subdivided hypercube as an RSB simplex, and to a
mesh composed entirely of RSB simplices as an RSB mesh.
We note that, for d < 4, the regular simplex bisection scheme is equivalent to the longest edge bisection
scheme [Riv91] defined on the same initial mesh. Since the
latter decomposition is more intuitive and easier to describe,
it is the more commonly used term for d = 2 and d = 3. However, when d ≥ 4, the bisection edge of an RSB simplex is
no longer guaranteed to be its (geometrically) longest edge,
and the decompositions are no longer equivalent.

0-triangle

1-triangle

(a) RSB triangles

0-tetrahedron

1-tetrahedron 2-tetrahedron

(b) RSB tetrahedra

Figure 9: The two classes of RSB triangles in 2D (a) and
the three classes of RSB tetrahedra in 3D (b). In general, the
bisection edge (green) of a class i RSB simplex is aligned
with the diagonal of an axis aligned (d − i)-cube.

In dimension d, the RSB scheme generates d similarity
classes of RSB simplices, where the class of a simplex cycles with every d refinements [Mau95]. Thus, the d! simplices in K(h) all belong to class 0, and the two simplices
generated by bisecting a simplex of class i belong to class
(i + 1) mod d. After m bisections, the class of a simplex σ is
(m mod d).
The bisection edge of a class i RSB simplex is the diagonal of an axis aligned (d − i)-cube (i.e. a hypercube
of dimension (d − i)). Furthermore, after d bisections, the
(hyper)-volume of an RSB simplex is half that of its d-fold
predecessor [Mau95]. Figure 9 illustrates the two classes of
RSB triangles and the three classes of RSB tetrahedra.
We are often interested in generating conforming meshes
using the RSB scheme. As mentioned above (Section 2.2.2),
simplex bisection (and thus regular simplex bisection) is not
a conforming refinement. In general, it introduces cracks
into an RSB mesh between the bisected simplex and all
neighboring d-simplices incident to the bisection edge. In
other words, not all nested RSB meshes are conforming.
Conforming refinements along an edge e are carried out
by simultaneously bisecting all incident simplices. Since the
RSB scheme imposes the bisection edge of each RSB simplex, this requires all incident simplices to define e as their
bisection edge. The cluster of such simplices is typically
called a diamond [DWS∗ 97, GDL∗ 02, Pas02, WD09a], and
we refer to the bisection edge as the spine of the diamond.
Thus, all RSB simplices of order d within a d-dimensional
diamond are similar, and there are d similarity classes of diamonds, in correspondence to the d similarity classes of RSB
simplices. Figure 10 illustrates the two classes of diamonds
in 2D and the three classes of diamonds in 3D.
In 2D, diamonds are defined by two isosceles right triangles that are adjacent along their hypotenuse (see Figure 10a), and, thus, they lie in a square domain defined
by four vertices. The three classes of diamonds in 3D
are formed by 6, 4 and 8 tetrahedra and contain 8, 6
and 10 vertices, respectively [ZCK97, GP00, GDL∗ 02] (see
Figure 10b). Four-dimensional diamonds are defined by
submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (10/2011).
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(a) 2D diamonds
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Figure 10: The two classes of diamonds in 2D (a) and the
three classes of diamonds in 3D (b). In general, the spine
(green edge) of an i-diamond is aligned with the diagonal of
an axis-aligned (d − i)-cube.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11: BF , the boundary of a fully-subdivided d-cube in
(a) 1D (b) 2D and (c) 3D, is defined by (2d)!! ≡ 2d · d! RSB
simplices of order (d − 1). The dashed lines and gray vertex
at the midpoint of the cube belong to F but not BF .

24, 12, 16 and 48 pentatopes (i.e. 4-simplices), respectively [LDS04].
Weiss and De Floriani [WD09a] examine the combinatorial structure of diamonds in arbitrary dimension. They define the boundary of a fully subdivided cube, which we denote as BF , as the simplicial complex obtained by removing
all interior simplices from a fully-subdivided cube F, i.e.
remove all simplices incident to the vertex at the midpoint
of F. BF is therefore defined by (2d)!! simplices of order
(d − 1). Figure 11 illustrates BF in 1D, 2D and 3D.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 12: A 1-diamond in 3D (a) can be decomposed into a
Kuhn-subdivided 2-cube (b) and the boundary of a fully subdivided 1-cube (c). In general, an i-diamond in d dimensions
can be decomposed into a Kuhn-subdivided (d − i)-cube and
the boundary of a fully subdivided i-cube.
submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (10/2011).
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Table 1: A d-dimensional i-diamond has (2i)!!(d − i)!
RSB simplices. The (d − i)! factor comes from the Kuhnsubdivided component K(hk ) (rows), while the (2i)!! factor
comes from the fully-subdivided i-cube boundary component BF (hi ) (columns).
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Table 2: A d-dimensional i-diamond has 2d−i + (3i − 1) vertices. The 2d−i comes from the Kuhn-subdivided component K(hk ) (rows), while the (3i − 1) comes from the fullysubdivided i-cube boundary component BF (hi ) (columns).

Using these definitions, a d-dimensional diamond of class
i is the simplicial complex defined by the pairwise simplicial
join [Lic99] of two orthogonal simplicially decomposed hypercubes sharing the same center: a Kuhn-subdivided (d −
i)-cube and the boundary of a fully subdivided i-cube. For
example, a three-dimensional 1-diamond (Figure 12a) can
be decomposed into a Kuhn-subdivided 2-cube (Figure 12b)
and the boundary of a fully subdivided 1-cube (Figure 12c).
Consequently, an i-diamond of dimension d is defined by
(2i)!! · (d − i)! simplices all sharing their spine, which is
the diagonal of an axis-aligned (d − i)-cube and contains
(2d−i ) + (3i − 1) vertices. Tables 1 and 2 list the number
of simplices and vertices in an i-diamond of dimension d.
Observe that the number of simplices in a d-dimensional diamond is factorial in the dimension, while the number of
vertices is exponential in the dimension.
A diamond δ is refined by bisecting all of its simplices using the regular simplex bisection operation, thus, doubling
its simplices. The local effect of such a refinement on an
RSB mesh Σ is to remove the spine of the diamond, to insert a vertex at the midpoint of its spine, which we refer to
as the central vertex of the diamond and denote as vc , and
finally, to insert an edge from vc to all vertices of δ (see
Figure 13 for an example in 3D). Diamond refinement is
an instance of stellar subdivision and is a conforming refinement in arbitrary dimension [Ale30, New31, Lic99]. The
one-to-one correspondence between a diamond and its spine
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(a)

(b)

Figure 13: Diamond refinement removes its spine (bold edge
in (a)), adds its central vertex (hollow vertex in (b)), and adds
edges from that vertex to each of the original vertices.

enables diamonds to be uniquely identified by their spine, or
alternatively, by their central vertex [GDL∗ 02].
Pascucci’s
Slow
Growing
Subdivision
(SGS)
scheme [Pas02] generalizes the diamond subdivision
paradigm to cell complexes of arbitrary dimension. In the
SGS scheme, a d-dimensional cell of class i is subdivided
by inserting a vertex v at its center and replacing it with
pyramid-shaped cells with apex at v and bases defined by its
(d − i)-faces. All pyramids sharing the same (d − (i + 1))dimensional face of a class 0 cell are then merged into a
new cell of class (i + 1) mod d.

4. Hierarchies of nested RSB meshes
In this section, we review and analyze representations for
hierarchies of nested RSB meshes, which we refer to generally as RSB hierarchies. The basic classification for representations of nested RSB meshes is between simplex-based
and diamond-based representations. The former consider the
simplex as the basic primitive, while the latter consider the
diamond as primitive. A simplex-based representation for an
RSB hierarchy implicitly encodes all the nested RSB meshes
i.e., the meshes generated from the initial Kuhn-subdivided
domain through regular simplex bisection, while a diamondbased representation encodes only the conforming nested
RSB meshes with the same domain and set of vertices.
A simplex-based representation is described by a hierarchy of simplices, which encodes the containment relation between RSB simplices induced by regular simplex bisection.
A diamond-based representation is described by a Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) of diamonds, called a hierarchy of diamonds, where the arcs between diamonds are induced by
the containment relation among all RSB simplices within a
diamond. Both hierarchies can be encoded through the use
of pointers, but the regularity of the domain decomposition
admits an implicit formulation of these spatial and hierarchical relationships. Thus, we can distinguish in both cases
between explicit and implicit representations.

(a) Hierarchy of Simplices

(b) Hierarchy of Diamonds

Figure 14: Comparison of the two hierarchical models for
nested RSB meshes (in 2D). (a) A hierarchy of simplices encodes the simplex bisection containment relation as a forest
of binary trees. (b) A hierarchy of diamonds encodes the dependency relation among the diamonds as a rooted DAG.

4.1. Simplex hierarchies
The containment relation between simplices in a nested RSB
mesh defines a hierarchical relationship, where the two simplices created during the bisection of a parent simplex σ
are referred to as the children of σ. This relationship can
be captured using a binary tree, often referred to as a bintree [VH89, DWS∗ 97, LRC∗ 02], whose root is a simplex
from the Kuhn-subdivided hypercubic domain Ω. Thus, the
hierarchy of nested RSB meshes can be modeled as a forest
of d! binary trees, which we call a hierarchy of simplices.
When the domain is specific to 2D, or 3D, we refer to the
model as a hierarchy of (right) triangles. or as a hierarchy of
tetrahedra, respectively.
The depth of a simplex in a hierarchy of simplices is defined recursively as 0 for the bintree roots, and as one greater
than the depth of its parent simplex otherwise. All root simplices belong to K(Ω), so they are all RSB simplices of
class 0. Since regular simplex bisection is used to generate
the simplices at successive depths, all simplices at the same
bintree depth are similar. Furthermore, since the d classes of
simplices in a hierarchy of simplices repeat cyclically, the
class of a simplex at depth m is (m mod d). The simplices at
d successive depths define a level of the hierarchy. Thus, the
level ` of an RSB simplex at depth m is bm/dc.
Figure 14a illustrates the hierarchical relationship between triangles in a hierarchy of triangles at four successive
depths (two levels). Note that the hierarchy of triangles contains two trees, and that each triangle has two children covsubmitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (10/2011).
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ering its domain, thus forming a nested decomposition of the
square domain.
4.2. Diamond hierarchies
The containment relation among the simplices of a nested
RSB mesh also induces a hierarchical dependency relation
on the diamonds within the hierarchy. Specifically, a diamond δc is a child of a diamond δ p if δc contains at least one
simplex generated during the bisection of δ p ’s simplices. In
contrast to the containment relation induced by the bisection
operation, the domain of a diamond’s children is not nested
within its own domain and diamonds can have multiple parents and children.
Due to the one-to-one correspondence between diamonds
and their central vertices, the dependency relation among diamonds is often studied by considering the set of vertices
on which it depends [LKR∗ 96, BLV03]. For refinements, a
diamond’s central vertex depends on vertices introduced at
shallower depths of the hierarchy, while, for simplifications,
it depends on vertices introduced deeper in the hierarchy.
Lindstrom et al. [LKR∗ 96] were the first to consider the
simplification dependency relation among the vertices of a
two-dimensional nested RSB mesh. They observe that each
vertex corresponds to triangles in two different branches of
the hierarchy of triangles and that cracks are introduced into
the mesh if only one of those branches is simplified. They
propose a conforming triangle fusion operation that replaces
both pairs of sibling triangles with their parent triangles. Pajarola [Paj98] considers the refinement dependency relation
for triangle bisection over a nested RSB mesh by reversing
the simplification dependency relation arcs of Lindstrom et
al. [LKR∗ 96]. Puppo [Pup98] describes how the diamond
dependency relation can be described as a special case of the
Multi-Tessellation (MT) framework [DPM97], a dimensionindependent, strategy-agnostic multiresolution framework
over irregular cell complexes (see also [DMP99, DM02]).
Thus, the dependency relation can be modeled as a DAG
of diamonds, whose single root is the 0-diamond defined by
K(Ω). Figure 14b illustrates a 2D hierarchy of diamonds at
four successive depths (two levels). Each diamond is indicated by its spine (a colored edge) and by its central vertex
(a colored circle at the midpoint of its spine). Due to the oneto-one correspondence between diamonds and their central
vertices, each arc of the dependency graph connects the central vertex of a parent diamond to the central vertex of one
of its children.
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and children of a diamond in arbitrary dimension. They
demonstrate that the central vertices of a diamond’s parents coincide with the facet midpoints of its fully-subdivided
component, while those of its children coincide with the
facet midpoints of its Kuhn-subdivided component. In general, an i-diamond of dimension d has 2i parents and 2(d − i)
children. However, when i = 0, it has d parents, and when
i = (d − 1), it has 2d children. Thus, diamonds always have
O(d) parents, and have O(d) children in all but the final
class, where they have O(2d ) children. Using these equations, we can determine that the four classes of diamonds
in 4D have {4, 2, 4, 6} parents and {8, 6, 4, 16} children, respectively.

4.3. Dependency domains
Since conforming RSB refinements do not define a containment hierarchy, some researchers have considered the shape
of the domain covered by subsets of a node’s ancestors or descendants. In particular, the limit shape covered by all possible descendants can be useful, since regions outside this
domain are unaffected by conforming refinements within it.
This was first considered by Tanaka [Tan95], in the context
of parallel triangle mesh refinement.
Balmelli et al. [BAV98,BLV03] consider the ancestor domain and descendant domain of each vertex in terms of its
insertion or removal from a nested mesh. They define the
ancestor domain of a vertex v (which they refer to as its
splitting domain) as the domain covered by all triangles that
must be refined concurrently to maintain a conforming triangulation upon the insertion of v into a nested RSB mesh.
Similarly, they define the descendant domain of a vertex v
(which they refer to as its merging domain) as the domain
covered by all triangles that must be merged concurrently to
maintain a conforming triangulation upon the removal of v
from a nested RSB mesh. Thus, the ancestor domain of a
vertex is the region covered by all ancestors up to the root(s)
of the hierarchy while its descendant domain is covered by
all descendants down to the hierarchy’s leaf nodes.

In 2D, diamonds have two parents and four children [LKR∗ 96, Paj98]. Gregorski et al. [GDL∗ 02] establish
the number of parents and children of the three classes of
three-dimensional diamonds as {3, 2, 4} and {6, 4, 8}, respectively.

Gerstner [Ger03b] further develops this relationship by
considering the limit shape of a vertex’s descendant domain
in a 2D RSB hierarchy. If the side length
√ of a triangle in the
diamond is s and its hypotenuse is s 2, then its descendant
domain covers an octagonal
√ region whose edge lengths alternate between s and s 2 (see Figure 15a). The octagon
is centered at the diamond’s central vertex vc and extends
a distance of 1.5 · s from vc towards
the four edges of the
√
diamond, and a distance of s 2 from vc towards the diamond’s four corner vertices. The octagonal descendant domains form a containment hierarchy. That is, the descendant
domains of a diamond’s four children are nested within its
own descendant domain (see Figure 15b).

Weiss and De Floriani [WD09a] use their diamond decomposition (see Section 3) to find the number of parents

Tanaka et al. [TTW03] propose the rhombicuboctahedron as a generalization of the descendant domain to 3D.

submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (10/2011).
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(a) Descendant domain

(b) Nested domains

Figure 15: (a) The limit shape of a diamond’s 2D descendant
domain is an octagon with the edge lengths of its triangles.
(b) Descendant domains form a containment hierarchy.

However, this shape does not generate a containment hierarchy [WD10c]. Weiss and De Floriani [WD10c] demonstrate
that the descendant domains of 3D diamonds have fractal boundaries, and propose two simpler families of nested
polyhedra to conservatively approximate the descendant domain. An analysis of the properties of dependency domains
in higher dimensions remains an open problem.

5. Encoding RSB hierarchies
In this section, we discuss efficient representations that have
been proposed for encoding hierarchies of simplices and diamonds. Recall that explicit representations encode pointers
to the vertices, parents, children and neighbors of an RSB
simplex or diamond. Implicit representations exploit the regularity of the domain decomposition and vertex distribution,
to yield significant savings in storage space. An API for an
explicit hierarchy of triangles based on the half-edge data
structure is described in [Vel01].
Since both types of RSB hierarchies are defined over
the underlying Tucker-Whitney triangulation J1 (see Section 2.3), which is tiled at each level of resolution by the
highly symmetric fully subdivided cubes F, several implicit
representations exploit the relationship between RSB hierarchies and their corresponding fully subdivided cubes. Observe that a complete RSB mesh of maximum level of resolution N is defined by a grid of (2N + 1)d vertices and is tiled
by (2N−1 )d fully subdivided cubes. Figure 16 illustrates a
cubic domain Ω tiled by fully-subdivided cubes at two consecutive levels of resolution.

5.1. Encoding simplex hierarchies
Implicit encodings for the simplices within the hierarchy
have been inspired by location codes on linear quadtrees and
octrees [Gar82,Sch92]. Recall that regular refinement of a ddimensional hypercube generates 2d hypercubes sharing its

(a) J1 at level 1

(b) J1 at level 2

Figure 16: Each level of resolution within an RSB hierarchy
is tiled by scaled fully-subdivided cubes. Two consecutive
levels of resolution covering the same 3D domain are shown,
containing 1 and 8 fully-subdivided cubes.

midpoint vm (see Section 2.2.1). Each of the generated hypercubes can be indexed by a d-bit integer ir ∈ [0, 2d ) based
on the orthant (higher-dimensional generalization of quadrant and octant) in which it lies with respect to vm .
A hypercube h at refinement level ` can be uniquely indexed by its location code, a string of d-bit integers (of
length `) describing a traversal of the decomposition path
from the root of the d-dimensional octree to h. To simplify
the encoding, the level ` of h is typically encoded as well.
Generalizations of octree-like location codes to simplex
hierarchies have led to two primary variants, which we refer
to as bintree location codes and subtree location codes.
In the former case, each simplex is encoded in terms of a
bintree traversal from one of the d! roots of the simplex hierarchy [EKT01,LDS01,LDS04]. Thus, assuming that the two
children of a simplex are labeled as child 0 and child 1, the
bintree location code of a simplex σ at depth m is encoded
as the index i p ∈ [0, d!) of the bintree containing σ followed
by an m-bit binary string indicating the traversal path from
the root of bintree i p to σ. Each such simplex can be indexed
using (m + dlg(d!)e) bits. Note that, in this encoding, the
vertices of a simplex are not stored, and can be determined
from those of its bintree root in O(m) time by descending
the tree.
Alternatively, each simplex can be uniquely indexed with
respect to a local subtree of simplices rooted at a single fully subdivided cube within the hierarchy (see Figure 17) [HK95, Heb94, Pas00, AM07]. Since each fullysubdivided cube corresponds to a hypercube generated during regular refinement, the subtree location code of a simplex combines its local index within the subtree with the
octree-like location code [Gar82] of its fully subdivided hypercube.
Recall that a fully-subdivided d-cube F is defined by the
2d Kuhn-subdivided cubes generated by reflecting a Kuhn
submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (10/2011).
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(a) Supercubes tile each level of resolution
(a) Reflection ir

(b) Permutation i p

(c) Descendant id

Figure 17: Each RSB simplex σ within a subtree (shown in
2D) is uniquely indexed by (a) the reflection number ir of
its containing Kuhn cube Kσ , (b) the permutation number i p
of its containing class 0 simplex σ0 within Kσ and (c) the
descendant number id of σ from σ0 .

cube across the d axis-aligned planes. Then, each RSB simplex σ in the subtree corresponding to a fully subdivided
cube F can be indexed in terms of three integers representing its containing Kuhn cube Kσ (see Figure 17a), its class-0
ancestor σ0 within Kσ (see Figure 17b) and a traversal of
the local bintree from σ0 to σ (see Figure 17c). We refer to
these three indexes as its reflection number ir ∈ [0, 2d ), its
permutation number i p ∈ [0, d!) and its descendant number
id ∈ [0, 2d − 1), respectively. Thus, each subtree uniquely
indexes 2d · (2d − 1) · d! distinct RSB simplices. The subtree location code for an RSB simplex σ at level ` can be
encoded using (d · ` + d · 2 + dlg(d!)e) bits, where the first
term encodes its octree-like location code.
By substituting the level ` and class i for the depth m of the
simplex, i.e. m = d · ` + i, we observe that both types of location codes have the same complexity O(d ·`+dlg(d!)e). Furthermore, by substituting the maximum level of resolution N
for `, and using the identity lg(n!) = Θ(n lg n) [CLRS01],
we can determine the space complexity of simplex-based location codes to be O(dN + d lg d) bits.
An advantage of subtree location codes over bintree location codes is that the vertices of a simplex can be directly
computed without requiring a tree traversal [Heb94, AM07].
5.2. Encoding diamond hierarchies
Since diamond hierarchies are defined in terms of the subdivision of diamonds along their spines, the structure of the
edges within a fully-subdivided cube determines all possible
types of diamonds within the hierarchy (up to scale).
Gregorski et al. [GDL∗ 02] consider the oriented edge directions from the center of a fully subdivided 3-cube to one
of its boundary vertices to define 26 oriented diamond types
within a three-dimensional hierarchy of diamonds. They introduce a pointerless encoding for the vertices, parents and
children of each type of diamond in terms of scaled offsets
from its central vertex. These offsets are precomputed and
stored in a lookup table indexed by diamond spine orienta-

(b) Diamonds in a 2D supercube

Figure 18: Supercubes are structured sets of edges that tile
each level of a nested RSB mesh. (a) Three consecutive levels of resolution covering the same domain are shown. (b) A
supercube in 2D indexes four 0-diamonds (blue) and eight
1-diamonds (orange).

tion. A generalization of this scheme to dimension d would
yield (3d − 1) oriented diamond types.
Weiss and De Floriani [WD08c, WD09b] consider each
edge within a fully subdivided cube, which they call a supercube, to correspond to a distinct diamond type τ . To ensure that each edge in an RSB hierarchy is associated with
only a single supercube S, they adopt the half-open interval
convention [Sam06] that internal edges of a supercube S as
well as those on its lower boundaries are indexed by S while
edges on its upper boundaries belong to a neighboring supercube. Figure 18a illustrates supercubes at three levels of
resolution covering a two-dimensional domain, where solid
lines indicate edges that belong to their containing supercube
and dashed lines indicate edges belonging to a neighbor.
Based on this interpretation, they generalize the pointerless diamond encodings of [Paj98, GDL∗ 02] and the diamond decomposition of [WD09a] to implicitly derive all
geometric and hierarchical relationships of a diamond δ of
arbitrary dimension directly from the binary representation
of the coordinates (x1 , x2 , . . . , xd ) of its central vertex vc .
Consider a hierarchy of diamonds with maximum level of
resolution N. Let


x1 = x11 x12 . . . x1n τ11 τ21 00 . . . 0


 x2 = x21 x22 . . . x2n

vc = 





τ12 τ22 00 . . . 0 



..

.


xd = xd1 xd2 . . . xdn τ1d τ2d 00
...0
| {z } | {z } | {z }
S
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properties of error metrics in Section 6.1, and some notable
application–specific selection criteria in Sections 7, 8 and 9.
be the binary representation of vc . This encoding depends
on three quantities which can be efficiently extracted from
the binary representation of the central vertex of a diamond
through bit shifting operations: the scale γ, the type τ and the
supercube origin S of δ.
Let T RAILING(xi ) denote the number of trailing zeros in
the binary representation of a coordinate xi of vc . Then, the
minimum of the number of trailing zeros among each of the
d coordinates of vc encodes the scale γ of δ. A diamond’s
level of resolution ` is related to its scale γ through the maximum level of resolution N as ` = N − γ.
The two bits at position γ + 1 and γ + 2 of each coordinate
xi , which we denote as τ2i and τ1i , respectively, uniquely encode the type τ of δ. Since each vertex has d coordinates, and
τ has two bits for each coordinate, there are (22 )d = 4d possible values for τ . However, the definition of γ precludes the
2d cases where all bits of τ2 are zero. Thus, there are 4d − 2d
valid diamond types. Figure 18b shows the four 0-diamonds
and eight 1-diamonds indexed by a two-dimensional supercube.
The similarity class i of δ is encoded within τ as the number of zeros in position τ2 , e.g. an i-diamond has (d − i)
nonzero bits at this position. Furthermore, when considering the decomposition of δ into two hypercubes [WD09a],
the orientation of δ’s Kuhn-subdivided component is determined by the (d − i) nonzero bits in τ2 while that of its fullysubdivided component is determined by the remaining i bits.
The final n = N − (γ + 2) bits in each of the coordinates
of vc encode the origin of the supercube s containing δ. This
corresponds to the lower corner (in all coordinates) of its
corresponding fully subdivided cube F and is related to the
octree-like location code [Gar82].
6. Querying an RSB hierarchy
In this section, we review queries for extracting nested RSB
meshes from simplex and diamond hierarchies. Such queries
are implemented by evaluating an application–dependent
predicate µ, which we refer to as the selection criterion, at
each node (i.e. simplex or diamond) to determine whether it
should be refined or simplified. Typically, refinements are
mandatory, while simplifications are optional. Thus, cells
that do not satisfy µ must be refined, while cells that satisfy
µ are merely eligible for simplification.
These predicates can be defined locally between a node
and its children, or hierarchically, by considering properties
of its descendants. The selection criterion can be based on
a combination of factors such as the node’s location, e.g.
for region of interest queries, its distance to an object of interest, such as the viewpoint, or the degree to which it approximates some underlying geometry. The latter case is referred to as the approximation error of the node. We discuss

Queries on a multiresolution model can be broadly classified into two categories [Mag99, DM02]:
Level of Detail (LOD) queries, which extract a mesh of
minimum size covering the entire domain and satisfying a
given selection criterion.
Spatial selection queries, which extract a mesh of minimum size covering only the portion of the domain interfering with the query and satisfying the selection criterion.
This includes point location queries, as well as windowing
and range queries.
Problems in computer graphics and visualization, such as
rendering, are mostly concerned with queries of the former
type, while those in finite element analysis and in geographic
data processing are concerned with the latter query type,
where such queries are used, for example, to compute geometric overlays and in visibility [DM03] and range [Paj98]
queries. Interestingly, the set of simplices returned by spatial selection queries is not a subset of those satisfying LOD
queries for the same selection criterion [Mag99].
The result of an LOD query is a closed set of refinements
necessary to extract a nested RSB mesh Σ, which we call
the current mesh, from the RSB hierarchy. The status of
the query is described by a cut of the hierarchy’s dependency graph, called the active front, separating the refinements that have been applied from those that have not. Such
methods can begin with a coarse approximation of the domain in which nodes of the dependency graph are refined
in a top-down manner [Paj98]. Alternatively, the full resolution dataset can be coarsened in a bottom-up manner through
a series of simplifications [LKR∗ 96, ZCK97]. Incremental
methods apply a series of refinements and simplifications to
a previously extracted mesh [DWS∗ 97, DL04].
For conforming refinements, all neighbors sharing the bisection edge e of a simplex σ or diamond δ in an RSB mesh
Σ must also have e as a bisection edge. Any such neighbor
that is at a shallower depth of the hierarchy is forced to refine. Thus, conforming refinements can propagate up to the
root(s) of the hierarchy. Alternatively, simplifications typically (although, not always [BLV03]) do not force deeper
nodes to simplify. Thus, simplifications only occur when all
simplices created during a conforming bisection are present
in Σ.
We distinguish between two forms of LOD queries in the
literature:
Adaptive refinement queries, in which the extracted set of
refinements is closed with respect to simplex bisections.
Selective refinement queries, in which the extracted set of
refinements is closed with respect to diamond refinement.
Selective refinement queries correspond to a traversal of
the dependency graph of a hierarchy of diamonds, which defines a partial order relation [DM02]. Any set of diamonds
submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (10/2011).
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which is closed with respect to the partial order defines a
conforming RSB mesh.

They are independent of the dimension of the domain and of
the primitive used (i.e. simplex or diamond).

Adaptive refinement queries correspond to a traversal of
the containment relation described by a hierarchy of simplices. In general, this is not sufficient to guarantee that extracted meshes are conforming. However, when applied to
a hierarchy of simplices that is monotonic with respect to
the given selection criterion µ (i.e. if a node fails µ, then all
of its ancestors in the vertex dependency relation also fail
µ), adaptive refinement will implicitly extract a conforming
mesh.

Total error metrics. A metric with greater accuracy is based
on all samples within the domain of the cell. For example,
when using linear interpolation, a common definition for the
total error of a simplex σ is

Following a discussion of error metrics in Section 6.1, we
review queries to a hierarchy of diamonds in Section 6.2. and
to a hierarchy of simplices in Section 6.3 We compare the
two approaches in terms of their spatial and computational
complexity in Section 6.4.

ε(σ) = max(|F(p) − Fσ (p)|)
p∈σ

(4)

where Fσ (p) is the value obtained through barycentric interpolation of the field values at the vertices of σ.
Diamond-based schemes typically utilize linear interpolation over the vertices of the diamond’s simplices, and thus,
the error of a diamond is the maximum of the errors due to
its simplices [GDL∗ 02, WD09b]
ε(δ) = max{ε(σ)}

(5)

σ∈δ

6.1. Error evaluations
We now consider the error for a simplex σ or diamond δ
with spine e := (va , vb ) in a nested RSB mesh Σ. We classify
the choices in determining an error metric as local, when
only the vertices of the spine are used, and as total when all
samples within the domain of σ or δ are used. Additionally,
an error metric is saturated if it is monotonic with respect
to the diamond dependency relation, i.e. the error of a node
is greater than those of its descendants [OR97, OR99, Paj98,
GRW00]. A comprehensive survey of LOD error metrics
can be found in [LRC∗ 02].
When scalar values are associated with the nodes of the
hierarchy, the approximation error of a node (simplex or diamond) describes how well the current node approximates
the underlying scalar field. Since most applications of nested
RSB meshes are defined on a scalar field, we provide examples of approximation error metrics that are local, total and
saturated below. In such cases, there is a scalar value F(v)
associated with each vertex v in the domain. The value of a
sample within a cell can be approximated by linear interpolation on the vertices of the cell, although other models are
possible [MV10].
Local error metrics. Since the only new vertex introduced
during a refinement is the central vertex vc , which is located
at the midpoint of the bisection edge (va + vb )/2, a simple
approximation to the node’s error is obtained by evaluating
the error introduced into the mesh due to its omission. For
example, when using linear interpolation, the local approximation error is

An alternative could be to evaluate each sample’s error with
respect to the entire diamond, i.e. using barycentric interpolation over all vertices of the diamond [ABJ05].
Total error metrics often require an efficient enumeration
scheme for the points within an RSB simplex or diamond.
Marchesin et al. [MDM04] exploit the alignment of RSB
tetrahedra to the coordinate axes to create an efficient enumeration algorithm for the points within a tetrahedron. This
algorithm is similar to a raster scan-conversion algorithm.
It first enumerates the axis aligned planar slices of a tetrahedron. Within each triangular slice, it enumerates all axis
aligned lines, and finally, the points within each line.
Saturated error metrics. An error metric (local or total) can
be saturated by ensuring that the error associated with each
cell is greater than or equal to those of its descendants, and
that all simplices sharing the same bisection edge have the
same error. Thus, saturated error metrics are monotonic with
respect to the diamond dependency relation.
A possible saturated error metric for a simplex σ is



ε0 (σ) = max ε(σ), max ε0 (C HILD0 (σ)), ε0 (C HILD1 (σ))
σ∈δ

(6)
where ε(σ) is a local error metric, and C HILDi (σ) are the
two children of σ. Saturated error metrics typically require a
bottom-up evaluation either while the metric is being evaluated or as a pre-process.
6.2. Querying a hierarchy of diamonds

where Fe (vc ) = (F(va ) + F(vb ))/2 is the average of the values at the vertices of the bisection edge.

Here, we discuss algorithms for performing selective refinement on a hierarchy of diamonds. Such algorithms are based
on traversals of the DAG defining the hierarchy’s dependency graph.

Local error metrics can be computed efficiently on the fly,
and thus, do not require preprocessing or additional storage.

By definition, each non-root simplex in a diamond δ is
generated during the refinement of one of δ’s parents. Thus,

ε = |F(vc ) − Fe (vc )|,
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Algorithm 1 S ELECTIVE R EFINEδ (δ, ForceRefine)

Algorithm 2 A DAPTIVE R EFINE(σ)

Require: δ is a diamond in a nested RSB mesh Σ
Require: ForceRefine is a boolean
Require: µ is a selection criterion
1: if ForceRefine is true or µ(δ) fails then
2:
// Ensure diamond is complete
3:
for all δ p ∈ PARENTS(δ) do
4:
if δ p is not refined then
5:
S ELECTIVE R EFINEδ (δ p , true)
6:
// Bisect all simplices of δ
7:
R EFINE D IAMOND(δ)
8:
// Check all children
9:
if ForceRefine is false then
10:
for all δc ∈ C HILDREN(δ) do
11:
S ELECTIVE R EFINEδ (δc , false)

Require: σ is an RSB simplex in a nested RSB mesh Σ
Require: µ is a selection criterion
1: if µ(σ) fails then
2:
B ISECT S IMPLEX(σ)
3:
A DAPTIVE R EFINE(C HILD0 (σ))
4:
A DAPTIVE R EFINE(C HILD1 (σ))

a diamond δ in an RSB mesh Σ will contain all of its simplices only after all of its parents have refined. We refer to a
diamond that contains all of its simplices as complete.
Since conforming refinements to Σ require all simplices
in a refining diamond δ to bisect at the same time, δ must be
complete before it can be refined. This completion process is
carried out by (recursively) forcing all parents of δ to refine,
thereby satisfying the transitive closure of the dependency
graph.
In Algorithm 1, we outline a top-down selective refinement query for a hierarchy of diamonds, which is initialized using the root diamond of the hierarchy. Most diamonds are checked against the selection criterion µ. However, forced refinements short-circuit the selection criterion
using the boolean ForceRefine (Line 1).
Refinement is carried out in R EFINE D IAMOND (Line 7).
Assuming that Σ is a diamond-based RSB mesh, this can
be efficiently achieved by marking δ as refined, inserting all
children of δ into Σ, and indicating in each child that the
simplices due to δ are now present in Σ. Since the O(d) parents of a diamond δ generate its O(d!) simplices, all simplices due to a parent δ p can be tracked using a single bit.
R EFINE D IAMOND requires O(d) time when the class of δ
is not (d − 1), and O(2d ), otherwise. Finally, the children of
diamonds that are not forcibly refined are checked for refinement (Lines 8–11).
Figure 19a illustrates the results of a selective refinement
query on a 2D hierarchy of diamonds (left) as well as its corresponding (conforming) current mesh Σδ (right) after refining the root diamond (red), its north child (orange diamond
farthest into the page), and its northeast child (green diamond in the upper right corner). All other refinements were
forced to satisfy the transitive closure of the dependency relation. In the figure, nodes with outgoing arcs (left) have
been refined, and their central vertices have been added to

Σδ (right). Nodes that only have incoming arcs belong to the
active front of the query, and therefore contribute triangles
to Σδ .
Since a diamond δ has O(d) parents, and each diamond is refined only once, diamond refinements in
S ELECTIVE R EFINE require an amortized O(d) time and
spatial accesses. Additionally, when d is reasonably low, the
status of each parent’s subdivision can be cached (using at
most 2·d bits), which can reduce the number of required spatial accesses [WD09a]. Gregorski et al. [GDL∗ 02] describe
an incremental selective refinement query for 3D diamonds
based on a split and merge queue [DWS∗ 97].
6.3. Querying a hierarchy of simplices
Here, we discuss the two approaches for extracting nested
RSB meshes from a simplex hierarchy.
Adaptive refinement corresponds to a traversal of the bintrees describing the containment relation among simplices
in a hierarchy of simplices (Algorithm 2), and is initialized
with the d! bintree roots. When a saturated error metric, is
employed, the extracted mesh is guaranteed to be conforming [OR97, GRW00]. Otherwise, the extracted mesh is unlikely to be conforming.
Figure 19b illustrates the results of an adaptive refinement
query on a 2D hierarchy of triangles (left) as well as its corresponding current mesh Σσa (right), after three (unsaturated)
bisections have been applied. Note that without forced refinements, Σσa is not conforming.
The second approach uses a selective refinement algorithm on the hierarchy of simplices, and ensures conforming refinements by concurrently refining all bisection-edge
neighbors. This is carried out through a series of neighborfinding operations that traverse all simplices in an RSB mesh
that are incident to the bisection edge of a refining simplex.
A useful property of conforming RSB meshes is that
neighboring simplices can differ in depths by at most
one [EKT01]. Specifically, the neighbors of a simplex σ in a
conforming RSB mesh Σ sharing the bisection edge of σ can
either be at the same depth, in which case, they belong to the
same diamond, or their depth can be shallower by one bisection. Alternatively, neighbors not sharing a bisection edge of
σ are either at the same depth, or deeper by one bisection.
submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (10/2011).
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Algorithm 3 S ELECTIVE R EFINEσ (σ, ForceRefine)

(a) Selective refinement on 2D hierarchy of diamonds

Require: σ is an RSB simplex in a nested RSB mesh Σ
Require: ForceRefine is a boolean
Require: µ is a selection criterion
1: if ForceRefine is true or µ(σ) fails then
2:
// Ensure all bisection neighbors of σ are in Σ
3:
for all σ0 ∈ B ISECTION N EIGHBORS(σ) do
4:
if σ0 ∈
/ Σ then
5:
S ELECTIVE R EFINEσ (PARENT(σ0 ), true)
6:
B ISECT S IMPLEX(σ0 )
7:
// Apply RSB operation to σ
8:
B ISECT S IMPLEX(σ)
9:
// Check both children
10:
if ForceRefine is false then
11:
S ELECTIVE R EFINEσ (C HILD0 (σ0 ), false)
12:
S ELECTIVE R EFINEσ (C HILD1 (σ0 ), false)

Thus, if the depth of a neighboring simplex σ0 along the
bisection edge e is less than that of σ, then it must be the
parent of a same-depth neighbor of σ, and σ0 must be recursively bisected using S ELECTIVE R EFINE. This corresponds
to the transitive closure of the diamond dependency relation
used in diamond-based selective refinement (Algorithm 1)
and is guaranteed to terminate (possibly at a bintree root).

(b) Adaptive refinement on hierarchy of triangles

We outline a top-down simplex-based selective refinement algorithm in Algorithm 3, which is initialized with
the d! bintree roots. As in Algorithm 1, forced refinements are carried out through the boolean ForceRefine.
The neighbor–finding operation is encapsulated by the
B ISECTION N EIGHBORS function in Line 3.
Figure 19c illustrates the results of a selective refinement
query on a 2D hierarchy of triangles (left) as well as its corresponding current mesh Σσs (right), after the same three bisections as Figure 19c have been applied. Since this is selective refinement, neighbor-finding operations were applied
(orange arrows), and Σσs is conforming.
Pointer-based selective refinement algorithms for a hierarchy of triangles, that are top-down and incremental can
be found in [LRC∗ 02] and [DWS∗ 97], respectively. An incremental selective refinement algorithm based on implicit
neighbor–finding is presented in [DL04].

(c) Selective refinement on hierarchy of triangles

Figure 19: Status of queries on 2D RSB hierarchies (left) and
their corresponding current RSB meshes (right). Nodes with
outgoing arcs have been refined, while those with only incoming arcs belong to the active front. Selective refinement
on a hierarchy of diamonds (a) and on a hierarchy of triangles (c) generates conforming RSB meshes, while adaptive
refinement on a hierarchy of triangles (b) typically generates
non-conforming meshes. Compare to Figure 14.

submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (10/2011).

Maubach extends his original pointer-based algorithm [Mau95] with an algebraic pointerless neighborfinding algorithm in arbitrary dimension that runs in time
proportional to the depth of the simplex [Mau96].
Hebert [Heb94] introduces a symbolic neighbor-finding
operation for tetrahedra based on subtree location codes. In
this method, codes for the (two or three) neighbors within the
same subtree can be found in constant time, but the neighbors outside this cube can be found in time proportional to
the node’s depth.
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A pointerless constant time neighbor finding algorithm
for hierarchies of triangles based on bintree location codes
is presented by Evans et al. [EKT01]. In this scheme, each
neighboring triangle’s location code can be found in constant
time through hardware bit manipulation operations.
Lee et al. present a constant time neighbor-finding algorithm based on bintree location codes for hierarchies of tetrahedra [LDS01] and for hierarchies of pentatopes [LDS04].
The algorithm depends on updating a neighbor bitmask to
determine which neighbors share the bisection edge, as well
as a lookup table to determine the labels of the children simplices (similar to the method of Schrack for quadtrees and
octrees [Sch92]). These algorithms are specific to 3D and
4D, respectively.
Atalay and Mount [AM07] combine the symbolic approach of Hebert [Heb94] with the efficient hardware-based
neighbor-finding approach of Lee et al. [LDS01, LDS04] for
simplex hierarchies of arbitrary dimension using a subtree
location code. A lookup table is used to find neighbor simplices in adjacent subtrees, which enables each neighbor–
finding operation to run in O(lg d) time.

such saturated selection criteria typically generate larger
meshes than their unsaturated counterparts, and thus require
more bisections. De Floriani and Lee [DL04, Lee06] compare meshes extracted using saturated adaptive refinement
queries against those extracted using unsaturated selective
refinement queries with bintree-based pointerless neighborfinding and a per-simplex total error. They determine that
smaller meshes can be extracted using a neighbor-finding
approach (approximately 5% smaller in 3D [DMPS02] and
1% smaller in 4D [Lee06]), in the same amount of time as a
saturated approach.
7. Applications in two dimensions
Much of the early research on efficient representations and
queries for nested RSB meshes focused on interactive rendering of terrain datasets [LKR∗ 96,DWS∗ 97,LP02]. Recent
research has shifted towards batched refinements [HDJ05,
GMC∗ 06] to make better use of the graphics hardware and
towards efficient representations for encoding sparse subsets
of the regular grid [Ger03a,WD08c]. We review applications
of triangle hierarchies to terrain in Section 7.1 and other applications in Section 7.2.

6.4. Comparison
Since a d-dimensional RSB simplex has O(d!) bisection
edge neighbors, which must be checked before refinement,
conforming refinements to a hierarchy of simplices requires
O(d!) time. More importantly, since it is not practical to
cache the status of neighbor refinements, O(d!) spatial accesses to the pointerless data structure are required. In contrast, conforming refinements to diamond-based meshes can
be achieved using O(d) time and spatial accesses [WD09a].
Saturated selection criteria can simplify the extraction
algorithm by implicitly incorporating the diamond dependency relations. Since no dependencies need to be checked
in the adaptive refinement algorithm (Algorithm 2), conforming meshes can be extracted in parallel through the use
of a top-down saturated selection criterion [GR99,BPSC04,
CGG∗ 04, Mau05, GMBP10].
Interestingly, the standard generation approach for saturated error metrics (Equation 6) requires O(d!) computation
per diamond since the bisection edge errors of both children
of O(d!) simplices must be compared. However, the diamond decomposition of [WD09a] implies that when using
a local error metric (e.g. Equation 3), only the O(d) bisection edges corresponding to the diamond’s children’s spines
need to be evaluated in the general case (and O(2d ) evaluations are required when i = (d − 1)).
Finally, we note that the saturation condition restricts
the available types of selection criterion that can be applied since these must either be precomputed and explicitly stored for the entire dataset, or they apply to restricted subdomains of the dataset [Ger03b]. Furthermore,

7.1. Interactive terrain rendering
Terrains are often presented as height fields where elevation
values are associated with each 2D point on a regular grid.
Since such datasets can be quite large, with many datasets
containing billions of samples [CGG∗ 03b], there has been
a lot of research on utilizing RSB hierarchies to optimize
interactive rendering. In particular, since the viewpoint is
typically located above the terrain, many samples at a great
distance are visible but can be incredibly small. Thus, viewdependent queries are important for achieving interactivity.
In this subsection, we briefly review some of the issues
in interactive terrain rendering and how they are resolved
through the use of nested RSB meshes. Early approaches
to interactive terrain rendering using nested RSB meshes
are reviewed in detail in [LRC∗ 02]. The recent survey by
Pajarola and Gobbetti [PG07] presents a comprehensive
overview of approaches for interactive rendering of regularly
sampled terrain datasets, including those based on RSB hierarchies.
7.1.1. Hierarchy representation
Due to the regularity of the datasets, most approaches encode
the elevation values as a linear array of (2N + 1)2 samples,
which can be indexed implicitly e.g. using row-major ordering. For extremely large datasets, the samples can be stored
out-of-core in square tiles [LKR∗ 96,Paj98], or by using hierarchical space-filling curves with on-demand paging [LP02].
In this context, the latter have been shown to perform an
order of magnitude faster than row-major indexing, which
submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (10/2011).
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overhead of three bytes per retained node, but does not enable efficient random access to the dataset’s elevation values.
In contrast, Weiss and De Floriani’s diamond-based approach [WD08c] utilizes a two-level approach, where samples are first clustered into their corresponding supercube
(Section 5), and the supercubes at each level of resolution
are indexed using a hash table. Due to the coherence among
the retained samples in typical terrain datasets, their encoding requires less than one byte of overhead per sample and
provides efficient random access to the samples.
Both approaches [Ger03a, WD08c] support the local embedding of higher-resolution regions of data into an existing
hierarchy.
Figure 20: An RSB mesh extracted from the 10252 sample
Puget Sound dataset using a circular region of interest query.

7.1.2. Querying a terrain

performs an order of magnitude faster than tile-based approaches [LP02].

The definition of an appropriate selection criterion is critical for achieving interactivity during runtime. Such metrics have often involved view-dependent terms involving a
screen space or a distance-based error.

Since one is often interested in approximating the full
dataset using fewer triangles, the approximation error due
to each node is often precomputed and associated with
each triangle or vertex of the hierarchy. In the former
case, such errors can be encoded as a pair of binary
trees and accessed using location codes [EKT01]. This approach can guarantee that extracted meshes are within a
given tolerance, but requires approximately four times as
much storage as a vertex-based error [EKT01]. Consequently, most simplex-based approaches utilize vertex-based
errors (e.g. [DWS∗ 97, Ger03a]) as do all diamond-based approaches (e.g. [LKR∗ 96,LP02,HDJ05,WD08c]). The errors
are typically stored in an array and indexed by the vertex
coordinates.

Many of the earlier approaches utilize local error metrics (see Equation 3) [SS92,LKR∗ 96,EKT01]. By saturating
these local errors, global (but not necessarily tight) bounds
on the approximation error can be obtained [DWS∗ 97,Paj98,
LP02, Ger03a].

Efficient representations have also been proposed for incomplete terrain datasets built on a sparse subset of a full
(2N + 1)2 grid, where it is no longer efficient to encode the
elevation and error values using an array. This can be useful in cases where the field is oversampled or if values for
portions of the domain are unavailable.

Blow [Blo00] proposes a nested hierarchy of spheres defined in the terrain’s object space rather than its projected
screen space. Since this metric relates a triangle’s position
to the viewpoint, only the triangles on the isosurface defined
by these nested spheres need to be checked for visibility, enabling more efficient view-dependent extraction queries. A
drawback of this approach is that the bounding sphere hierarchy is independent of the RSB hierarchy, and performance
depends on the quality of the bounding volumes generated
during a preprocess.

Although both simplex-based and diamond-based approaches that represent the dependency relation explicitly,
e.g. with pointers [PAL02, CGG∗ 03a, HDJ05], can be modified to handle an incomplete hierarchy, there is a great deal of
spatial and hierarchical coherence among the retained samples that can be exploited to yield significantly more efficient
representations. Thus, these techniques are able to scale well
when encoding the full hierarchy.
Gerstner’s triangle-based approach [Ger03a] represents
each of the hierarchy’s binary trees as a linear array. To account for the missing data of pruned branches, each node encodes a variable-sized pointer indicating the number of bytes
to skip if the node is not refined. This imposes an amortized
submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (10/2011).

Duchaineau et al. [DWS∗ 97] introduce the first incremental selective refinement query for a hierarchy of triangles and
note that any nested RSB mesh can be obtained from any
other one via a series of merges and splits. Their query maintains separate priority queues for refining and coarsening
triangles. Although incremental selective refinement can be
more difficult to implement, it exploits frame-to-frame coherence by initializing the mesh in subsequent frames from
the one extracted in the previously frame.

Lindstrom and Pascucci [LP02] combine these two hierarchies by using the diamond spine vertices to define the
nested sphere hierarchy. The view-dependent error of a diamond δ is then defined in terms of (a) its saturated local
approximation error, (b) its distance to the viewpoint, and
(c) the radius of its bounding sphere.
Gerstner [Ger03b] uses a diamond’s octagonal descendant
domain to define an optimally-tight nested bounding hierarchy of thickened octagonal prisms. He also shows how the
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various independent saturated error metrics can be combined
at runtime, to achieve dynamic refinements to the saturated
selection criterion.

7.1.3. Clustered refinements
Recent work on interactive terrain rendering has focused on
reducing the CPU and memory transfer bottlenecks associated with fine-grained refinements through the use of coarsegrained clustered updates. This is motivated by the observation that current graphics hardware permits pixel-sized triangles to be rendered interactively [HDJ05]. This implies that
for visualization purposes, bandwidth is more important than
precise control over the output mesh.
In RUSTiC [Pom00] and CABTT [Lev02], each such update corresponds to the insertion of triangles from several
bintree depths lower in the hierarchy. Despite increasing the
number of triangles required to satisfy a given error, these
methods reduce the processing overhead. A similar approach can be found in [LPT03], which applies batched RSB
updates to nodes in a balanced quadtree.
The Batched Dynamic Adaptive Meshing (BDAM)
method of Cignoni et al. [CGG∗ 03a, CGG∗ 03b] follows up
on the clustering idea of RUSTiC and CABTT by encoding
a highly optimized (irregular) triangle patch with each bintree triangle in the hierarchy. Thus, they use the hierarchy as
an efficient spatial access structure to irregular triangulation
data. This enables efficient transmission of terrain data to the
GPU in batches. A corresponding quadtree-based texture hierarchy, enables colors to be mapped onto the triangles, and
thus generates more realistic images using fewer triangles.
Hwa et al. [HDJ05] combine the spatial access of
BDAM [CGG∗ 03a], with the regular clustering of RUSTiC [Pom00]. Additionally, they encode their textures as
diamond hierarchies (rather than quadtrees), to better align
the texture hierarchy with the elevation hierarchy. Interestingly, although they propose an implicit indexing scheme for
the vertices, parents and children of a diamond, they report
better empirical performance using an explicit pointer-based
representation.
Gobbetti et al. [GMC∗ 06] demonstrate that batch-updated
diamond-based approaches can be competitive with the nonconforming state of the art grid-based approaches [LH04] in
terms of compression rates and runtime performance. Lindstrom and Cohen [LC10] propose a batched update variablerate GPU compression compression scheme for RSB meshes
in which the batches have Freudenthal’s triangulation. The
generated mesh is conforming as long as boundary edges
of adjacent triangles have the same number of vertices.
The recent work by Goswami et al. [GMBP10] utilizes a
batch-based hierarchy for parallel rendering of large datasets
across multiple machines and displays.

7.2. Other applications
Another popular application of 2D RSB hierarchies has been
for image processing. For example, Hebert and Kim [HK95,
Heb98] present a wavelet-based image encoding based on a
hierarchy of triangles.
Von Herzen [VH89] uses a hierarchy of triangles to compress colored texture maps. The refinement in this approach
is driven by the difference in vertex color values. After extracting a conforming RSB mesh, neighboring triangles of
constant color are merged (arbitrarily) to create a conforming polygonal mesh.
Tanaka [Tan95] generates adaptive decompositions of
colored images as well as range-scanned shapes defined
over a rectangular or cylindrical parameter domain. This
method utilizes the octagonal descendant domains to define a curvature-driven parallel refinement algorithm over a
coarse rectangular grid of Kuhn-subdivided squares. Similarly, Pajarola et al. [PSM04] utilize a 2D diamond hierarchy
to interactively blend multiple depth images to generate a 3D
surface.
Alternatively, it is possible to utilize the connectivity of an
RSB mesh while modifying its geometry [VG00, PAL02].
This is the basis for the highly adaptive subdivision surface scheme of Velho and Zorin [VZ01], which guarantees
the extraction of conforming meshes with greater smoothness than existing subdivision schemes (such as the CatmullClark subdivision [CC78]) while only doubling (rather than
quadrupling) the number of cells involved in each refinement. This notion is formalized in [MV10], where other
possible interpolation schemes are also discussed.
A novel use of a hierarchy of diamonds is proposed by
Weber et al. [WBP07], in which a nested RSB mesh is used
as an embedding space for a graph representing scalar field
morphology. This provides a visualization of properties of
the graph, such as the persistence of critical points [ELZ02],
using well-understood metaphors from terrain analysis to aid
in the user’s understanding of the field.
8. Applications in three dimensions
In this section, we review approaches for nested RSB meshes
in 3D with a focus on those methods that have been used to
model multiresolution volume datasets (Section 8.1) and to
enable efficient extraction of variable resolution isosurfaces
(Section 8.2). We also discuss other applications of nested
RSB meshes including their use as spatial access structures
(Section 8.3).
8.1. Volume visualization
The structure of a scalar field is often understood by analyzing its surfaces of constant field value, known as isosurfaces
or by the subvolumes enclosed between two such surfaces,
submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (10/2011).
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known as interval volumes [FMS95, Guo95]. However, due
to the increasing size of volumetric datasets, it is difficult
to interactively analyze such extracted meshes at full resolution.
RSB hierarchies have been used as the basis for a multiresolution model of a volume dataset, to accelerate isosurface extraction [ZCK97, GR99, GDL∗ 02, Pas04], direct volume rendering [MDM04] and the analysis of field morphology [TTNF04]. In the former case, conforming refinements
to the underlying RSB mesh along with an appropriate set
of isosurface or interval volume triangulation cases within
each tetrahedron [PT90, NS97] guarantee that extracted isosurfaces and interval volumes are free of self-intersections.
As with terrain datasets, volume datasets are typically
defined over a regularly sampled domain of resolution
(2N + 1)3 , and queries are accelerated through the use of a
precomputed error metric. Additionally, isosurfacing queries
can be accelerated by maintaining the range of field values
contained in the domain of each cell [WVG92, GDL∗ 02].
This enables hierarchical culling of the portions of the domain that do not intersect the desired isosurface.
Zhou et al. [ZCK97] first proposed the use of nested tetrahedral RSB meshes to simplify conforming isosurfaces. An
interesting feature of their approach is that they incorporate
topology preservation into their selection criterion to ensure
that the topology of the simplified surface matches that of
the surface at full resolution. This is accomplished by disallowing fusion of tetrahedra whose bisection-edge vertices lie
on the same side of the isosurface, but whose central vertex
lies on the opposite side.
Gerstner and Pajarola [GP00] note that the topology preserving approach of Zhou et al. [ZCK97] is too conservative.
Although their proposed solution is simplex-based, they consider changes to isosurface topology at the diamond level.
To do so, they define isosurface cases within each diamond,
based on the relative values of a diamond’s vertices and the
desired isovalue. Their saturated topology-based error metric encodes the range of all possible isovalues in which the
topology of the extracted mesh could change.
However, topology preservation limits the adaptability of
the approach since all nodes in which the topology changes
must be present in all extracted meshes. Consequently, surfaces with complicated topology can never be simplified beyond a certain point. To resolve this, they introduce a topology control mechanism which weights the topology metric at
each node. They use this metric to clean up noisy isosurfaces
by reducing the genus of the extracted mesh. They propose
a less conservative metric in follow-up work [PG05], where
diamonds can encode multiple non-overlapping intervals in
which the topology can change. This reduces the size of its
extracted meshes but increases the storage requirements of
the hierarchy.
Gerstner and Rumpf [GR99] accelerate the extraction of
submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (10/2011).
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isosurfaces from a hierarchy of tetrahedra using a parallel
adaptive refinement algorithm. They cull the backfaces of
the isosurface through the use of a saturated view-dependent
curvature-based error criterion, thereby reducing the size of
extracted isosurfaces by a factor of two. They note that the
gradient of a vertex is necessary for smooth shading, but requires three times as much space to encode as the scalar values. Thus, rather than encoding the gradient, they compute it
on the fly and cache the values in a hash table. In follow-up
work [Ger02], Gerstner describes a hierarchical scheme to
compute the gradient of a tetrahedron from that of its parent.
When used in conjunction with a sorting scheme for tetrahedra based on the bisection splitting plane, this enables backto-front isosurface extraction, which can be used to extract
multiple transparent isosurfaces during a single traversal of
the hierarchy.
Pascucci [Pas04] introduces a hardware accelerated topdown view-dependent isosurface extraction approach and
provides details of his isosurfacing vertex program. He introduces a tetrahedral stripping operation, which generalizes
the 2D Sierpinski space-filling curve used for triangle stripping on terrain datasets [Paj98, LP02].
Gregorski et al.’s diamond-based approach [GDL∗ 02] utilizes ROAM’s [DWS∗ 97] incremental selective refinement
algorithm to exploit frame-to-frame coherence between extracted meshes during view-dependent isosurface extraction,
and during small adjustments to the isovalue. They compress
the scalar values, field gradient and isovalue ranges within
each diamond from 19 bytes to 4 bytes. Additionally, they
avoid dealing with the domain boundaries by modeling the
domain as a 3-torus of resolution (2N )3 . Finally, they rearrange the data hierarchically [PF01] and use the operating system’s virtual memory paging for cache-coherent outof-core memory management [LP02]. In follow-up work,
Gregorski et al. [GSDJ09] further accelerate their viewdependent isosurface extraction through the use of hardware
compression and occlusion culling. They use the RSB mesh
extracted during the previous frame to estimate the occluded
regions of the dataset.
√
Linsen et al. [LGP∗ 04] introduce the 3 2 subdivision as
a volumetric subdivision basis for meshes with diamond
connectivity. They use trilinear B-spine wavelets to downsample the dataset, which generates higher quality approximations compared to subsampled datasets. In an adaptive
setting [LHJ07] this generates approximations equivalent to
those generated on subsampled datasets using 10-15% fewer
tetrahedra.
Marchesin et al. [MDM04] use a hierarchy of tetrahedra
for view-dependent Direct Volume Rendering (DVR). They
examine the implications of applying non-conforming bisections, which can extract meshes with fewer elements in less
time, but can introduce a significant amount of noise into the
visualization. In some cases through, the resultant image is
determined to be of sufficient quality.
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Weiss and De Floriani [WD09b] extend their 2D supercube representation [WD08c] to associate information with
coherent subsets of vertices, edges, tetrahedra and diamonds
of a 3D hierarchy of diamonds. They suggest the use of
supercube-based diamond hierarchies when the number of
retained samples is sparse with respect to the the complete
dataset while the average clustering concentration of each
supercube is high. Empirically, they found many common
datasets to be oversampled by a factor of three or more with
respect to the total approximation error of Section 6.1.

tively, to compress and progressively encode extracted isosurfaces. They encode the relative sign value of each RSB
vertex in the desired isosurface’s tubular neighborhood, that
is, the set of tetrahedra intersected by the isosurface. Since
adjacent tetrahedra can differ by at most a single bintree
depth, they track the depth changes using two bits per tetrahedron (although a single bit would suffice [EKT01]). This
method provides a total order to the refinements, rather than
a partial order, thus limiting the extraction capabilities of
the technique [LRC∗ 02].

Alternatively, if only a subset of the field’s range will be
required, for example, in a client/server context, they propose a supercube-based incomplete representation of the hierarchy to retain only the closed set of samples whose diamonds intersect such isovalues. Due to the spatial and hierarchical coherence, such representations can achieve a 20-100
fold savings compared to the original dataset, while still enabling general selective refinement queries. However, due to
the reduced sampling, the quality of isosurfaces away from
the retained isovalues is significantly reduced.

Weiss and De Floriani [WD08b] introduce a multiresolution model for interval volumes extracted from a hierarchy
of diamonds, where refinements to an irregular interval volume are compactly encoded in terms of refinements to their
embedding diamonds. This implicit scheme encodes refinements corresponding to diamonds intersecting the interval
volume as well as the non-intersected diamonds in their ancestor domains (see Section 4.3), requiring 14 bytes per retained diamond. The non-intersected ancestors are used as a
spatial access structure to the intersected nodes, and aid in
the extraction of conforming interval volume meshes.

8.2. Multiresolution isosurfaces

Recently, this technique has been generalized into the
Isodiamond Hierarchy framework [WD10b], which encompasses multiresolution isosurfaces as well as interval volumes. In addition to the above scheme which is dubbed the
Relevant Isodiamond Hierarchy, a new Minimal Isodiamond
Hierarchy is introduced that enables the extraction of conforming isosurfaces and interval volumes without encoding
the (non-intersected) diamonds in their ancestor domains.
This is accomplished through an analysis of the hierarchical connectivity of the embedded mesh, that ensures that extracted isosurfaces or interval volumes are conforming even
if the underlying RSB mesh (i.e. the tubular neighborhood)
is not conforming.

The previous schemes operate by first extracting a variableresolution RSB mesh Σ satisfying some selection criterion
from an RSB hierarchy and then extracting an isosurface
from Σ. An alternative approach, when a desired isosurface
can be determined ahead of time, is to directly extract a
multiresolution model of that isosurface from the hierarchy.
This model can then be queried offline to extract variableresolution isosurfaces satisfying a new selection criterion.
Since such methods encode only a single isosurface, they
cannot dynamically modify the isovalue, but can require significantly less space than the original scalar field.
Pascucci and Bajaj [PB00] propose a multiresolution isosurface model whose refinements are based on a small set of
local primitives for updating the extracted isosurface mesh,
which correspond to the changes to the isosurface during
each conforming refinement to the RSB mesh. Once an approximated isosurface is extracted from the multiresolution
isosurface, it can be smoothed using a set of subdivision
masks. However, details of how the proposed multiresolution model is encoded or queried are not provided.
Borgo et al. [BPSC04] describe a top-down progressive
isosurface extraction method where the isosurface for each
successive depth of a hierarchy of diamonds is extracted
from that of the previous one. This is done through an explicit correspondence between pairs of overlapping tetrahedra in successive depths of the hierarchy. This scheme has
an overhead of 70 bytes per encoded diamond and achieves
a reported 3x speedup in isosurface extraction on datasets of
resolution 653 and 1293 .
Lewiner et al. [LVLM04,LLVM06] use the spatial decomposition of a 3D and a 2D hierarchy of simplices, respec-

8.3. Other applications
Although volume visualization has been the predominant
application of nested tetrahedral RSB meshes, other researchers have focused on their use as adaptive partitions of
a volumetric domain and as a spatial indexing structure.
Roxborough and Nielson [RN00] utilize a nested tetrahedral RSB mesh as a spatial indexing structure to reconstruct a
variable resolution scalar field from a collection of intensity
samples. Each sample is represented by its barycentric coordinates within its containing tetrahedron, which simplifies
redistribution of the samples after bisection operations. They
generate intensity values at the vertices of the adaptive RSB
mesh by minimizing a trivariate scattered data approximation functional and use a least-squares error metric to guide
the refinement. To avoid excessive computation, they utilize
a heuristic of checking only the 5% of tetrahedra with the
worst error. They apply this method to generate scalar fields
from freehand ultrasound images but suggest its application
to other scattered data problems as well.
submitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (10/2011).
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A similar approach is used by Mello et al. [MVT03] on the
surface reconstruction problem, where a densely sampled
surface is reconstructed from a 3D point cloud by first computing the In/Out function of the vertices of a nested RSB
mesh with respect to the samples. That is, they determine on
which side of the surface each vertex of the RSB mesh lies.
Their algorithm applies principal component analysis to the
samples within each tetrahedron to determine the best fitting oriented plane for the points, in the least squares sense.
Tetrahedra with a poor plane-fitting error or with too many
points are bisected to yield an adaptive decomposition. The
signed distance of each vertex of the RSB mesh can then be
determined by its distance from the fitting planes of its tetrahedra. Since this method yields adaptive conforming spatial
decompositions, Mello et al. suggest this scheme as an effective representation for adaptive distance fields [FPRJ00].
Kimura et al. [KTY∗ 04] consider parallel segmentation
of a volume dataset, based on their earlier work [TTW03].
They introduce a split-and-merge algorithm that evaluates a
homogeneity criterion on each tetrahedron. Nodes that fail
this test are bisected and processed separately. The results
are then combined and passed back up the hierarchy.
The adaptive tetrapuzzles approach of Cignoni et
al.
[CGG∗ 04]
generalizes
the
two-dimensional
BDAM [CGG∗ 03a] for view-dependent rendering of
extremely large triangle meshes. It uses a hierarchy of
tetrahedra as a spatial index over patches of (irregular)
triangles from an underlying surface. To construct the
hierarchy, it first builds an adaptive nested RSB mesh Σ
in a top-down manner by distributing the triangles of the
mesh T into the leaf nodes of Σ. The explicit (i.e. pointerbased) multiresolution triangle mesh is then generated in
parallel, in a bottom-up manner, following the parent-child
dependency relation of the hierarchy of tetrahedra. Thus,
each simplification step corresponds to a fusion operation
on the pair of tetrahedra covering its triangles. The triangles
associated with each tetrahedron are then converted to
a triangle strip for efficient batched updates at runtime.
During rendering, updates to the underlying triangle mesh T
follow conforming refinements to Σ and are thus conforming
as well. A saturated view-dependent error metric enables
efficient adaptive refinement queries.
Gerstner et al. [GMC∗ 02] present a hybrid visualization
system that overlays adaptive volumetric weather data representing atmospheric rainfall on an adaptive terrain dataset
to aid in the spatial analysis of the data. They treat these two
hierarchies separately, and render the rainfall data as a series
of transparent isosurfaces [Ger02] on top of the terrain data.
The error metrics for the two hierarchies are combined by a
single user-controlled global error metric.
9. Applications in higher dimensions
In this section, we review approaches to nested RSB meshes
in four and higher dimensions. One of the original motivasubmitted to COMPUTER GRAPHICS Forum (10/2011).
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tions for nested RSB meshes was to compute fixed points
of functions in a high-dimensional parameter space [Tod76].
Such fixed points can be found using point location queries
and thus, a conforming decomposition of the entire domain
is not typically required.
More recently, there has been increased interest in adaptive decompositions of time-varying volumetric datasets.
The temporal dimension of such datasets can be treated as
a set of values in the same 3D location [GSDJ04], or as a
fourth spatial dimension [LPD∗ 04, LDS04]. A recent survey
of approaches to time-varying volume datasets can be found
in [WD08a].
Weigle and Banks [WB96, WB98] propose an RSB triangulation for uniform hypercubic grids. In this scheme, each
hypercube is recursively decomposed into (2d−1 · d!) RSB
simplices of class (d − 1) through a recursive procedure that
adds vertices at the midpoint of all faces, and connects edges
from the higher-dimensional face midpoints to the lowerdimensional ones. These simplicial complexes are then used
to visualize contours on the complex plane as well as timevarying isosurfaces.
Gregorski et al. [GSDJ04], apply their diamond-based
isosurface extraction framework [GDL∗ 02] to time-varying
volumetric datasets modeled as a stack of volumetric
datasets covering the same volumetric domain. They exploit the temporal coherence of the dataset by initializing
the isosurface extraction for each new time-step with the
RSB mesh extracted during the previous time-step. Additionally, they propose a batched refinement approach within
each diamond to reduce the granularity of each refinement
and to accelerate hardware rendering of isosurfaces (similar to RUSTiC [Pom00] and related approaches in 2D, see
Section 7.1.3).
√
Linsen et al. generalize
their 3 2 approach [LGP∗ 04] to
√
4D grids with the n 2 scheme [LPD∗ 04]. This enables treating the temporal dimension in time-varying volume data as
a spatial dimension. Volume rendering techniques are used
to visualize the extracted hypervolume.
Lee [Lee06] also treats the temporal dimension as a fourth
spatial dimension, where adaptive pentatopic RSB meshes
are extracted from a pointerless hierarchy of pentatopes encoded using bintree location codes [LDS04].
Atalay and Mount [AM07] use a hierarchy of pentatopes
as a point-location structure to accelerate ray tracing of atmospheric effects. In this scheme, each ray is represented
as a 4D point, and values for unrepresented points are interpolated based on the RSB decomposition. Compared to a
non-adaptive approach, the hierarchy of pentatopes achieves
a 6x savings in time. Further optimizations are achieved by
applying a lazy neighbor-finding algorithm to locally patch
cracks [Ata04]. Thus, a non-conforming RSB mesh can be
extracted from the hierarchy of pentatopes, and local regions
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can be made conforming on-demand. This yields a further 3x
savings in time and 9.3x in space.
10. Concluding remarks
The popularity of RSB-based approaches stems from the
need for high quality adaptive simplicial decompositions of
regularly sampled domains coupled with the flexibility of its
refinement algorithms. Compared to models based on regular refinement over a regularly sampled domain, and to (triangulated) balanced d-dimensional octrees, RSB hierarchies
are more adaptive, generate only a single family of similarity classes of primitives, and produce smaller extracted
meshes. Furthermore, RSB hierarchies admit efficient pointerless representations for simplex-based [Lee06, AM07] as
well as diamond-based [GDL∗ 02, WD09a] representations.
We have reviewed hierarchical models based on the regular simplex bisection scheme in a dimension–independent
manner and presented details of dimension–specific applications in two, three and higher dimensions. We have discussed
the primary distinction among such approaches, i.e. whether
they treat individual RSB simplices or diamonds composed
of RSB simplex clusters as the modeling primitive, and how
this choice leads to different hierarchical dependency relations, and to different query algorithms.
Diamond-based representations are centered around conforming refinements. As such, most applications that require
conforming domain decompositions should benefit from a
diamond-based representation. These benefits increase with
the dimensionality of the domain since the complexity of
many operations, such as selective refinement, is reduced
from O(d!) to O(d) when using diamond hierarchies.
Furthermore, since O(d!) simplices within a diamond are
generated concurrently during the refinement of each parent,
diamond-based RSB meshes require significantly less space
than their corresponding conforming simplex-based meshes.
As an example, in a three-dimensional context (i.e. where
d! = 6), conforming simplex-based RSB meshes were found
to have an average of 3.75 simplices per diamond [WD09a].
In contrast, since simplex-based representations enable
the extraction on non-conforming nested RSB meshes,
they have a higher expressive power than diamond-based
representations. In particular, they should be more efficient in applications where conforming meshes are not required [MDM04], or where a containment hierarchy would
be preferable, such as in spatial selection queries. Furthermore, in applications that utilize a saturated error metric, the
adaptive refinement algorithm (Algorithm 2) admits parallel
extraction of conforming meshes without the runtime costs
associated with enforcing closure refinements.
The on-demand conforming refinement algorithm
of [Ata04] is an interesting compromise in that it enables
locally conforming regions to be extracted from nonconforming RSB meshes only when they are needed, thus

reducing storage overhead and computation times. An
interesting question relates to the overhead associated with
converting a nonconforming RSB mesh into a conforming
one. In 2D, Atalay and Mount [AM06] found that conforming meshes are at most fourteen times larger than
non-conforming meshes. For higher dimensional domains,
they found a conservative upper bound of (3d · d! · 2d − 1),
but a tight bound remains an open question. In practice, they
found conforming two-, three- and four-dimensional meshes
to be 5, 31, and 228 times larger than their non-conforming
counterparts.
Of similar interest, is the relationship between the family of RSB meshes extractable from a diamond hierarchy (i.e. conforming RSB meshes) and the family of RSB
meshes generated by triangulating balanced d-dimensional
octrees [VHB87, SS92, GB99, WD10a]. De Floriani and
Magillo [DM02] demonstrate that RSB hierarchies have a
higher representational power than triangulated octrees, i.e.
there are conforming RSB meshes that cannot be generated
from triangulated d-dimensional octrees. Empirically, diamond meshes have been found to be more adaptive than triangulated octrees, by a factor of 3.5 in 2D [VH89] and a
factor of 2.5 in 3D [WD10a], but theoretical bounds remain
an open question as well.
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